“Malaria Alanba” ("Malaria Go Down")

Translated lyrics

I am not scared
I am not scared because this generation is the one
Who will definitely eliminate these diseases
All the vector-borne diseases
Zika, Chikungunya, Malaria,
We'll throw everything down.
Haitian help me sing ...

Refrain:
Go Down, Go Down
MALARIA GO DOWN
Yes, yes go down
CHIKUNGUNYA go down
Go Down, Go Down
MALARIA GO DOWN
It's true that Zika arrives
Go Down, Go Down
MALARIA GO DOWN
Yes, I’m telling you, you better go down
CHIKUNGUNYA GO DOWN
Go Down, Go Down
MALARIA Go Down
It's true that Zika arrives

Imagine how life would be
If this disease did not exist
Wouldn’t we feel so much better?
This question requires meditation
Since we understand that we have to decide
There is nothing we can’t accomplish
We will strive to move to the other side
To show this disease we are the strongest

I am not scared
No, I am not scared at all
We will eliminate this disease
I am not scared
We will eliminate all old practices and behavior
The rainy season is coming, we will eliminate all the breeding sites in the country
I am not scared
Throughout the country, we will make health combat to throw Malaria down

Go Down, Go Down
MALARIA GO DOWN
Yes, yes go down
CHIKUNGUNYA go down
Go Down, Go Down
MALARIA GO DOWN
It's true that Zika arrives
Go Down, Go Down
MALARIA GO DOWN
Yes, I’m telling you, you better go down
CHIKUNGUNYA GO DOWN
Go Down, Go Down
MALARIA Go Down
It's true that Zika arrives

This disease makes us suffer a lot
But you can believe me this time, we will throw it out
We will be more informed by well-trained people
We will change our bad habits to comply
For any fever, do not waste time
Go to the nearest health center to seek care
Don’t allow standing water in your community
These are the breeding site for mosquitoes

I am not scared
No, I am not scared at all
We will eliminate this disease
I am not scared
We will eliminate all old practices and behavior
The rainy season is coming; we will eliminate all the breeding sites in the country
I am not scared
Throughout the country, we will make health combat to throw Malaria down

The video of “Malaria Alanba,” commissioned by the Haitian Ministry of Health and The Carter Center, will debut this spring on TV and radio airwaves throughout Haiti.

The artists performing in this video are TJo (Joseph Zenny Jr.), from Jacmel; Bélo (Jean Bélony Murat), from Croix des Bouquets; Manze (Mimerose Pierre Beaubrun), from Ouanaminthe; and Rutshelle Guillaume, Mikaben (Michael Benjamin), BIC (Roosevelt Saillant), and J Perry (Jonathan Perry), all from Port au Prince.

Learn more about this music video »